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CHAPTER I
INTRODDCTION
That the Bible la too much neglected In the religious
training of children seems to be the feeling of many devout
Christians In our time. The child's approach to Ood, It Is
assarted. Is dlrectsd solely through naturalistic or extra-
blbllcal channels. Some leaders In Christian education say
that so much of the Bible Is foreign to the child's experi
ence, and that therefore the Bible Is too difficult for him
to read with understanding. It Is advised that purposeful
Bible reading be delayed until ttie late teens. Several
studies Indicate, however, that many Bible passages can be
read with understanding and Interest by boys and girls of
Junior age. The writer assumes that parts of the Scriptures
can be read with much profit by Juniors. If that be so. It
Is Inqportant that parents and teachers be able to give di
rection to children In the matter of such reading. Certainly
the practice of using the Bible to Inculcate truth and to es
tablish habit during the formative years of late childhood re
ceives the support of a long tradition In the Christian church.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this
study (1) to point to the Importance of the Junior age for
2�stabllaihlng the habit of Bible reading, (2) to consider the
reading interests and reading comprehension of Juniors, (3) to
discuss the readability of the Bible in terms of the Junior
age and (4) to suggest effective ways of using the Bible with
Jtmiora,
Importance of the study. The past thirty years has
seen a real effort in the field of secular education to adapt
textbook language to the various levels of reading difficulty.
Because of the work of such men as Thomdike, Lorge, and Betts,
textbook vocabulary of the various grade levels is these days
more or less familiar and meaningful to the child* Stories
are In keeping with his Interests and range of experience.
A survey of the literature of religious education shows
that little research has been undertaken to determine what
Biblical passsiges are appropriate, in terms of interest and
reading coBqprehension, for use with children at various age
levels. The writer, selecting the Junior years, seeks to
give some guidance in using graded Bible materials for these
years.
II. PROCEDURE OP RESEARCH
Literature dealing vith criteria for selecting Bible
reading matter according to the pupil's age level is by no
means abundant. The writer examined literature on the Junior
3child and on readability of textbooks for children in the
libraries of the University of Kentucky, the College of the
Bible, Southern Baptist Seminary, Asbury College and Asbury
llieological Seminary, Some oi' the books vere of direct help
in the present study. One of these is The University of Iowa
Studies in Character, which measures the comprehension diffi
culty of the precepts and parables of Jesus, Another study
is that by Creorge ^. Dawson on the Bible interests of a thou
sand children, reported in his The Child and His Religion.
Two books by Rudolf Flosch supply a readability scale for ob
taining an apj^roximate measure of the reading level of books.
Those are The Art of Plain Talk and How to Test Readability,
CHAPTER II
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE JUNIOR AOE FOR ESTABLISHING
THE HABIT OP BIBLE READING
Certain features characteristic of the Junior age
make this a time "par excellence" for the establishing of
the Bible reading habit.
Habits. There can be no question that the earlier
growth stages proceeding the Junior ago are of Immense Im
portance In child development. Nor Is It to bo doubted that
the years nine to twelve are also hlii^ly significant in this
regard. In fact there is a growing body of literature that
focuses on this time as one fraught with very great possi
bilities for habit cultivation. These years, which many be
lieve to be in the peak of the habit-forming period, should
be a time of reenforcing practices of right thinking and
commondable conduct. They are particularly sl^lficant for
developing the habit of Bible reading. In this regard one
writer remarks:
Many temptations in later life would have its anti
dote if the Holy Spirit could bring the needed Scripture
to mind, but because someone substituted the lesser for
the greater, solicitude for external appearance instead
of Inner furnishing, the Word is not there to be
5recalled.^
Many rellgloua eduoatora feel that If good habits of
reading the Bible are not formed during this period. It Is
almost certain that they never will be.
Intellectual curiosity. Although physical growth is
slow, the Junior age is marked by constant activity* The
Junior child likes to undertake difficult tasks. He has more
endurance than the Primary child. Possessed with a desire
for adventure, the Junior is willing to try anything. His
curiosity leads him to investigate things for himself. He
is eager to acquire now Information. Creasman has this to
say of the Junior child:
Mentally ho Is reaching out and drawing in like
the octopus everything which he can grasp. He absorbs
everything ho hears, good or bad alike, reads every
thing that comes within his reach regardless of its
quality. Investigates everything at hand.*
Children from nine to eleven are more intellectually
alert to people and events in the world about them than is
the case with those of Primary age. Their mental horizons
are enlarged through tho radio, newspaper, television, books.
Smma A. Robinson, The Jtinior Worker and His Work
(Chicago: Jennings Graham, 1911), p* 201*
Myrtle R. Creasman, Working ^Ith Juniors (Nashville;
Sunday-school Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, 1925),
p* 44.
6and through the conversations of adults, 3
Durinf?: the latter part of this period, the Junior's
interest varies, sometimes radically. At times he is much
more interested in reading n book than in participating in
active games. His interest in reading can bo the founda
tion for the building of good reading habits.
Skill in reading. By the time a child reaches the
fourth grade in school, he has acqXiired enough skill to
read with understanding for instruction and enjoyment. It
is a fact that his eyes focus more clearly by nor.^* This
condition increases his reading ability.
By the age of ten, most children are able to search
for the main idea of a vrltten passace. The Jxmior la able
to take an active part in the study of his Sunday-school
lessons. Till this time, tho teacher must transmit the les
son from the Bible to the child by telling or reading the
story. Now however, he m.ay read directly from the Bible.
This nevly-acquired skill in reading the Bible is on� of th�
distinctive characteristics of Junior boys and p;lrls,^
3Th� Commission on the ISnglish Curriculum of tho Na
tional Coiincil of Teachers of English, Language Arts for
Today's Children (New York: Appleton-Century-Crof ts , Inc , ,
195^), pmn
^Ibld.. p. 33.
-^Lillian Moore Rice, Better Bible Teaching for Juniors
(Nashtfille: Broadman Press, 1952), p. 37.
7Witty lists reading processes and skills which teachers
in the public school seek to develop in the child of nine, ten,
and eleven. The Sunday-school teacher should give his pupils
opportunities to use these skills in the study of the lesson
and in the reading of the Bible. They are listed as follows;
I. DEVELOPING COMPREHENSION.
A. Following directions and finding instruction.
B. Finding answers to personal and social prob
lems.
II. READING TO REMEMBER.
A. Remembering important ideas.
B. Remembering significant details.
III. ASSOCIATED IDEAS AND MATERIALS.
A. Finding proof.
B. Finding information relevant to particular
problems.
C. Examining the basic assumptions.
D. Study the adequacy of presentations.
IV. ORGANIZING IDEAS AND MATERIALS.
A. Arranging events in sequence and making
outlines.
B. Summarizing. �
Pleasure in reading. Because the Junior is able to
read with some skill, reading is, in most instances, a plea
sure to him. This delight in reading make it easier for him
to acquire the Bible reading habit. Juniors are diligent read
ers. They will read more at this age than at any other time
7
in their developmental period. A study on the reading habits
�Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education (Boston;
D. C. Heath and Company, 1949T, p- 153.
7
Alfred L. Murray, Psychology for Christian Teachers
(New York; Round Table Press, Inc., 1938), p. 88.
8of children from nine to eleven shows that Juniors spend all-
total an hour a day on study, music, and reading, 8 An inves
tigation in I9I1-6 by Witty and Coomer of the play preferences
and habits of almost one thousand elementary children intimates
that boys and girls of Jimior age are solidly interested in
reading. Play was defined as "any activity in which a child
took part simply because he wanted to do so." The items were
arranged in the approximate order of the frequency with which
they were mentioned. Of a total of ninety- three items, read
ing of books vjas number twelve. When the child reaches ado-
lescenee, there is a definite decrease in this interest in
reading, 9
An earlier study by Chave on the number of books read
by children in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades indicates
that Juniors are prolific readers. In a fourth grade class,
twelve out of forty said that they read an average of one book
per week. In a fifth-grade class of forty-two, nineteen re
ported that they read more than one book a week; nine read
more than two books per week. Poiirteen in a sixth-grade class
of thirty-eight reported one book per week; eleven read two
^nest J, Chave, Th� Junior (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 192^), p, 7.
9witty, o�. cit, , p. 208,
9books per week* It is slgnifioant to note that these children
were not guided in their selection of books. They generally
went to the library and chose whatever appealed to their fancy*
Much of their reading was of a common, mediocre type because
no one had directed them to the better books .^^
Guidance In reading. While Jtmlors have preferenoes
in what they read, they are not yet discriminating in their
choice of books* They tend to read anything and everything
they can find* They are intrigued by stories of action and
exoltement* If a book meets these standards, he does not
Judge the reading matter on any other basis. Comics are
particularly appealing to children of this age* Of course
there are many acceptable comic strips for children. But a
study of favorite comic strips in Grades IX through XTI
rated "Batman" first in these grades, and "Superman"
second.*^
The development of a child's character is greatly af-
feoted by what he reads. "The Junior age is not alone the
time for the formation of habits of action, but of thought. "^3
^^Chave, loo, olt*
^^Wad� C* Barclay, et* al. , Life in the Making (Nash
ville: The Methodist Book Concern, 191777 P� 100.
*'=^Sducatlonal Administration and Supervision, Vol*
XXVIII, 1942, olted by Witty, op* cit*. p. 37*
'^�'Robinson, o�. olt. , p. 43.
10
Evon though he desires to think and act independently, the
Junior boy or girl cannot help but be influenced by these
things ,
Interest in individuals, a development of the Junior
age, is manifested in the idealizing of heroes. The hero of
a story becomes his ideal of life. It is the deeds of the
hero rather than the character of the hero that impresses
boys and girls of this age.
Cases studied of boys and girls running away from
home have revealed the fact that often the desire was to
imitate some runaway hero. Records in juvenile courts trace
incidents of petty thievery, vandalism, and the setting of
fires to the influence of books read. On the other hand,
some of our greatest missionaries, ministers, and other
leaders were as boys motivated in their choice of work by
the high ideals of a worthy hero, 15
^^Hugh Hartshorne. Childhood and Character (New York:
The Abingdon Press, 1919), p. 105.
15 .
Robinson, op. cit. , p, i|3.
CHAPTER III
TWO FACTORS BASIC TO THE USE OP Tllii; BIBLE WITH JUMIOHS
In order to direct Juniors Intelligently to passages
of Scripture appropriate for their personal Bible reading we
must know something of their ability to comprehend what they
re-d. We must knov, too, v;here their Interests lie. The
more vr� know about them the wiser >xill be our guidance. As
one wlter remarks, "The nature of the pupil determines th�
m.aterial and methods of nurture, "1
I, COMPREHSNSIVi: ABILITY
Reasoning power . The Junior learns gradually how to
think and net for himself. Because he is becoming increas
ingly mature and because his world of knowledge is -^ro'Jing
rapidly, ho is now better able to compare, discriminate,
and form conclusions. Ability to think is of course still
not what it 'f'ill be later, but ho is evidencing now a mental
quickening that vrill greatly facilitate th� task of learning.
This intellectual alertness manifests itself in incredulity,
in exploration, in roadinn;, in rabid inquisitiveness, and in
an ever- increasing ability to subject action to Intellectual
�*-Wado C, Barclay, et, al , , Life in the Making (Hash'
villes The Methodist Book Concern, IgiTT, p. 11,
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control. 2 The Junior loves to put his developing power of
reason to work on such things as puzzles, riddles, and conun
drums. He also enjoys using foreign words and queer sound
ing Jargon or "pig latin."
A child of average intelligence will have difficulty
with abstract ideas until he reaches the age of tvrelve or
thirteen. Such abstract terms as kindness, patience, honesty,
salvation, redemption, atonement, the Trinity, and many other
words common to adult thinking are difficult for the child to
understand. These abstract ideas must be demonstrated for
him in a concrete wpsy. "Concepts can never be given over to
the child ready-made. They are not formed in tho mind from
verbal definitions or descriptions; they must grov up out of
actual experience . "3 To understand the concept of kindness,
he needs to see kindness V7orklng.
Along with the child's growth in the ability to us�
general ideas, there is development in his concept of Ciod.
It is believed by one authority that the materialistic ideas
of Grod which children commonly hold imtil they are approxi
mately six, begin to be spiritualized from the age of seven
^Myrtle V. , Creasman, Working With Juniors {Nashville;
Sunday-school Board of the Southerin baptist Convention, 192^),
p. 3k-
3leorge H, Betts & Marion 0. Hawthorne, Method in
Teaohlng Religion (New York: The Abingdon Press, 1925T, p. 1^9.
13
to ten or perhaps tvelve. Children are able to understand
the character of Cod by seeing the various acts of iod,^
One study, which measured children's comprehension of
the precepts and parables of Jesus, found that there iras little
Increase In com.prehenslon between the years eight and eleven
and betv^een thirteen and sixteen. The period of greatest
Increase occurred from age eleven to thirteen. Subject mat
ter involving insight and appreciation may be stressed dur
ing this period of growth In conqprehension. Th� study also
disclosed the fact that increase in comprehension of Biblical
material vas not dependent upon the child's attendance at
Sunday-school and church. The pupil's score v&a not affect
ed by tho regularity of his own or his parents' attendance.
The consistent increment in comprehension that occurred be-
tvreen ages eleven and thirteen, it was decided, indicates
the development of native ability.^
Research by (tans on reading in tho middle grades sug
gests that children of this group need more experiences in
reflective reading. Trans found a distinct need for develop-
^Lowls Joseph Sherrlll, Tho Openinis; Doors of Childhood
(Hew York: The Macmillan Co., 1939 )� p. 1^1.
^Samuel P. Franklin, Measurement of the Comprehens ion
Difficulty of the Precepts and Parables of Jesus (Vol. II,
No. 1 of the University of Iowa Studies Ixi Character, ed.
Kdwin D. Starbuck , Towa'^lty: Unl, of Tova. Press, 192i4.),
p. k3'
Ik
Ing the crltlcaJ , selective poi-er necessary for reference read
ing.^
Literalism. The Junior has a desire to know about real
things. He is not nearly so interested novr in fairy stories.
He is able to distinguish fact from make-believe. His imagi
nation comes under the control of the mind. He can place him
self in the role of the hero he admires, but he no longer lives
in the world of imagination as he did in younger childhood.
The Junior's drive to investigate things for himself and exact
the truth often makes him an extreme literalist.
Historic sense. Prior to tho Junior age the child lives
in a circumscribsd world vith a decidedly limited sense of
past or future events. Concepts of past centuries are rarely
grasped by children before the age of eleven,? It will b�
some time before the child can conceive historical events in
one long process as adults are able to do.
In her study of the child's historic sense, Mrs, Barnes
found it had a rapid development during the period from nine
^^^^y of Critical Heading Comprehension in the Inter
mediate Grades, T^O, cited by Harold G. Shane, Research itelps
in Teaching the Language Arts (Washington D. C.l 1955), p.
7Tho Commission on the English C\urTiculum of the Nat'l
Council of Teachers of English, Language Arts for Today's
Children (Nev York: AT>pleton-Century-Crof ts. Inc., 195I|-),
p. 35.
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or ten to thirteen or foijrteen.Q Another vrlter believes that
vhen a youngster enters Into the Junior year he Is ready to
group historic events in Bible history. The significance of
the Old and New Testaments in their relationship to each
other now has meanin.^ for him. He can begin to place Bible
verses and persons in the proper time sequence in history. 9
In helping him cultivate a feeling for the historic
the vise teacher drag's heavily on biography. History can
perhaps be taught best to children of this age through this
modiun. For they are Interested in stories which concern
people of other years and their customs. It is a fact that
history and geography are stujiled by public-school children
in this period. Miss Ward, studying the geographical inter
ests of several thousand children, found that boys and skirls
had a definite Interest in places that were associated with
human personalities, 10 Dawson found that the historical and
geographical interests of more than a thousand children wore
prOTiinont by the age of ten. He concluded that children from
nine to thirteen or fourteen would be naturally interested in
Sstudles in Education, n, U3-52, 83-93, cited by
George 5. Dawson, Tho Chll"d~and Hie Religion (Chicago: Tho
University of Chicago Press, 1909), p# Til-.
^Lillian Moore Rice, ?y.ttQV Bible Teaching for Jimiors
(Nashville: Broadman Pross, 1952), p, 3I4.,
lOSducation, Vol, XVIII, cited by Dawson, Loc. felt.
16
tho historical and geographical parts of tho i31bl�,ll
II. READING INTERSSTS
The reading interests of children have been studied
extensively over a period of at least twenty years, General
patterns of interest appear consistently In various age groups.
Such factors as sex and Intolllgence, it has been found, have
a direct bearing upon children's reading interests ard prefer
ences .-2
In the old, disciplinary school of education, the inter
ests of children wore not considered. Its attitude toward
children's interests was expressed in the statement of I4r.
Dooley th'^t "it don't make any difference what ye teach child
ren, provided they don't like it. "13 Today ve recognize that
interest is an important factor in improving reading skill and
in encouraging habits of reading.
Heroic stories of action. Boys and girls want books
that are full of action. T'ost s tudies of children's interests
show that exciting adventure stories, humorous and mystery
Dawson, op. cit. , p. 73 �
12iiarold G, Shane, Research Helps in Te aching the Lan-
p:uage Arts (Washington 0. C: 1955) , p,"T7,
"^^Edward St. John, Stories and Story-Telling (Boston:
The Pilgrim Press, 1910), p. 55.
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tales are rated at tho top by children of this age. Lazar
listed the following elements in accoimting for the appeal
or certain stories to pupils in grades four, five, and six:
adventure, action, excitomont, thrill, mystery, realism, child
life, humor, animal life and nat;:ro, sportsmanship and bravery,
sports and airolanes and other inventions Juniors are es
pecially fond of th� heroic in reading.
Tor-man and Lima found that th� story preferences of
boys and girls ber;ln to diverge about the age of ninie,!^ Boys
then are eager to read stories of thrilling adventxire, tales
of heroism, animal stories, and realistic narrative. About
tho same age girls turn more to stories of home and school
life, and to fairy tales. Both boys and girls like stories
of childhood, stories of children like themselves, such as
the story of Tom Sawyer ,
Jordan studied th� influence of intelligence, as v.-ell
as sex, upon the reading Interests of children, "Dull" boys
v7ore found to prefer fplry tales, school life, poetry, and
mystery stories. The more intelligent children chose adven-
l^Readlng Interests, Activitias and Opportunities of
Bright, Average, and Dull Children. 1937, cited by Paul Witty,
Reading in ?lodem Bducatlon (Boston: D, C. Heath and Co.,
19Ii.9), p.
l^Lewis Terman and Harg�u:*et Lima, Children' s Reading
(New York: D, Apnleton-Century Company, Inc., 19^i), p, 3^.
ture tales and science magazines.
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Davson made a careful study of Blble-materlal prefer
ences of a thousand children: which Testament? whlcii books
of the Bible? scenes? stories? and characters? the person
and work of Jesus? The Information furnished by this study
is imoort mt in helping teachers and p�j?onts to select Bibli
cal Passages that are suited to the mental capacity, interests,
and needs of the Junior cnild. Some of Dawson's findings are
nov considered.
Choice of Testament, 'iven though teachers of the Bible
to children seem to stress the Nev^ Testament more than the
Old Testament, Dawson's study showed that both boys and girls
from nine to fourteen profor the Old Testament to th� Eevr, As
early as the age of eight, forty per cent of the boys and
twenty-eight per cent of th� girls prefer the Old Testament,
This Interest holds through tho Junior age, reaching a peak at
the ago of thirteen for boys and twelve for girls. 17 Tho pre
ference for the Old Testament may be influenced by the fact
that the first part of t,ho Blbl� contains a much larger num
ber of stories than does tho second.
l^Dawson, o�. cit., p. 59-
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Choice among the hooka of the Bible by Juniors, As
might be anticipated, the historical books of the Bible rated
high V7ith pre-adolescent children, especially vlth boys. Per
the boys. Interest In the historical books reaches Its peak
at age eleven, vhen sixty oer cent express their preference
for these. The peak of the rirls' Interest in these books is
reached at thirteen vlth forty-six per cent choosing the his
torical category. Interest in th� poetic books begins for the
boys at pge nine and reaches its maximum at fourteen, Th�
same is true for the girls. There is some preference expres
sed by both boys and girls for the prophetic books, 1^ Inter
est in the jospels for some reason seems to decline during th�
Junior oerlod.
Choice of Bible scenes, stories, and characters. Of
the fifty-seven Bible scenes or pictures preferred, accord
ing to Dawson, twenty- six are from the Old Testament and
thirty-one are from the Now, The fifteen most popular scenes
are listed in Table I,
The three most popular characters are from the Now
Testament, The most popular Old Testament characters are
David, looses, Joseph, and Daniel, ^9
Dawson, txo.* -cJut, , p, 69.
Ibid,, p. 81.
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TABLE I
CHILDREN'S PREFERENCES OF BIBLE SCENES^O
Scenes Boys Girls Total
1. Daniel in the Lions' Den 53 52 105
2. The Crucifixion 45 33 78
3. The Birth of Jesus 27 38 65
4. Jesus Blessing Little Children 13 42 55
5. The Lord's Supper 30 23 53
6. Feeding the Five Thousand 25 24 49
7. Jesus Walking on the Sea 10 27 37
8. The Resurrection 18 18 36
9. The Finding of Moses 13 21 34
10. The Raising of Lazarus 8 24 32
11. The Transfiguration 10 21 31
12. Jesus before the Wise Men 5 20 25
13. Jesus' Tritunphal Entry 12 13 25
14. The Woman at the Well 15 10 25
15. The Stilling of the Tempest 12 12 24
20Dawson, o�. cit. , p. 78
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Interest in David is greatest in the pre-adolescent
period. Its peak is reached at af7,e twelve with tho girls,
remaining constant until fifteen. Then it declines rapidly,
i^h� boys' interest in David ranks highest at ago fourteen,
when it also doclines rapidly,
Interest in John the Disciple seems to be a major in
terest of boys and girls in the Junior age. Prom nine to
thirteen it increases rapidly as far as the girls are con-
corned. With the boys, interest in John moves more slowly
to a peak of interest at sixteen,
The fifteen most zonular Bible characters, chosen from
a total of forty-five, together vrith the distribution of
choices according to sex, are listed in Table II,
Of the thirty-eight Bible stories, listed in Dawson's
questionnaire, five most popular are from the Old Testament,
These stories possess the heroic, dramatic elements that
appeal strongly to boys and girls of Junior age. The fif
teen ranking highest in popularity may be found in Table III,
An interesting sidelight of the investigation is the
fact that only one story of the fifteen most popular is based
upon a miracle. Pew boys and girls expressed a preference for
miracles, 23
'^-'�Dawson, op, cit,, p, 87,
^3ibid,. p, 80,
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TABLE II
CHILDREN'S PREFERENCES OF BIBLE CHARACTERS^^
Scenes Boys Girls Total
1. John the Disciple 48 104 152
2. Peter 48 77 125
3, jesus 48 66 114
4. David 49 65 114
5. Moses 44 59 103
6. Paul 31 63 94
7. Joseph 32 43 75
8. Daniel 19 36 55
9. Samuel 13 17 30
10. Ruth 7 17 24
11. Elijah 16 8 24
12. Abraham 10 11 21
13. Solomon 11 9 20
14. John the Baptist 8 7 16
15. Mary the Mother of Jesus 4 11 15
'Dawson, 0�. cit. . p. 81.
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TABLE III
CHILDREN'S PREFERENCES OP BIBLE STORIES
Scenes Boys Girls Total
1. The Selling of Joseph 48 99 147
2. David and Qollath 50 50 100
3. Daniel and tho Assyrian Kings 43 41 84
4. Moses and Pharaoh's Daughter 25 44 69
5, The Story of Ruth 10 41 51
6* The Prodigal Son 20 29 49
7, Story of Koah's Ark 16 23 38
8. Story of Jesus' Birth 20 18 38
9. The Calling of bamuol 16 16 32
10. Samson and the Philistines 20 7 27
11. Tho Pligjit Into Egypt 3 15 18
12. Jonah and the Whale 10 7 17
13. Story of Esther 5 12 17
14. CSianglng Water into Wine 5 11 16
Dawson, op. cit. . p. 80.
2k
Biographical elements rank high irith children of all
ages. About fifty per cent of the boys from age nine to
eleven �xprear a preference for characters. Scenes vere next
in their choice, then stories. Most of the scenes, as veil as
the stories, have their center of interest in persons. The
girls preferred shai^acters more than stories and scenes, the
latter tv>o being ranked about the same.
Development ot_ interest in Jo s u s . At age nine, ten
per cent of the boys exoressed a preference for Jesus. This
is the first indication of their interest in Jesus, the Adult,
This interest increases to age fourteen and then declines.
The interest of the girls' in Jesus as an adult begins at age
eight with twenty per cent expressing a preference for Jesus,
It roaches a peak at fifteen, with sixty per cent. Interest
in Jesus as an adult seems to be an adolescent rather than a
Junior interest, 26
'Dawson, op, cit, , p, 88,
 
CHAPTER IV
TFIE JUNIOR AND R^^ADABILITY
A fairly recent trend in public school education is
th� more careful grading of children's books according to
level of difficiuty, A number of tecliniques have been con-
strx-'Ctod for this purpose. Host of them are based upon
vord counts, Tho grader, in chocking a given book, notes
hov/ frequently common and uncommon vords are mentioned, ^e
then attompts to determine at what grade level a child will
be familiar irith -r^ost of th� words,
I. METHODS OP GRADINTi MATnI14IALs
vord books, Tho best example of a %^ord book and th�
first comprehensive listing of words is Edward L, Thorndlke's
~ho Teachar- * s Woi-d Booli� The volume has been an outstanding
reference for tho grading of literature texts for vore than
thirty 7ear*s, The book first appeared in 1921 with a list of
10,000 orcls. The revision of 1931 contained 20,000 words,
while the edition of 19kk by Thorndiko and Lorge included
30,000 words.
Other toc--nivVuef�, Various other techniques have been
devised for use in evaluatin^^ the probable grade placement of
reading materials, Vogel and i^ashburn� made a detailed study
of the vocabulary difficulty, sentence structure, parts of
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of speoch, oara<5ra)h construct ion, and physical ma :o-ap of
152 books chosen from the "Wlnnetka iraded Book List." A
statistic 1 evaluation of their results pointed out the fact
that certain elements had strong predictive value: "number
of nrepositions (Including dupllcat ^s) occurring In a 1000-�
word sampling," "numbei oi dlffei'ent words occurrln in a
sampling of 1000 words, "number of different words (Includ
ing duplicates) In a 1000-v->^ord sampling not occurrln',^ In
Thorndlke's lists," and "number of slnple sentences in
seventy-five sample sentences," A formula vrhlch was based
upon this data was then constructed, 'ITuls was later revised
by Washbxu'ne and Morphott (1938),^
Lorene ronorted In 1929 a method of measuring reading
difficulty that was based upon the percentage of words begln-
nincr with w, h, b, i, 8ind e, Johnson developed one of the
slm.nlest measures of difficulty based upon th� percentage of
polysyllabic words, ^
As a result of the studies on >'ord counts, publishers
oxerclsed much care in tho vocabularies of textbooks from the
period of 1925 to about 19U^0, As a consequence, words of
^William 3. uray, "Teachin,;'; of Reading," ^ncyci-onedia
of Educational Research, 1952, 0. 9914-,
^Ibld,, p. 993.
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basic vocabularies would be repeated so often in a text that
the child would lose interest in tho stories he v/as reading.
It beoame evident also that it ^ras practically impossible to
build new concopts on tho limited vocabularies of these text
books. Recent studies in the field have shoim that restrict
ed vocabulary in textbooks can have dangerous affects in
learning, 3
II. P\CTORS II-] R7ADIN'} COKPRKHENSION
One authority has pointed out that a word t^lch ap
pears infrequently in print is not necessarily a difficult
word. Thorndiko did not say that the coi^non words are tho
easiest to understand, thnt tho uncommon words are the most
difficult. Words appearing at tho bottom of the lists as
more difficult, such as 'bximblebee, ''popcorn,'' otc,, are
well-kno'-Ti to most children. Other words foimd commonly in
print, such as "according, " are rather difficult for the
child to understand.^'
Learning *'ordg from context. In spite of tho appli
cation of readability formulas to books, children >lil some-
3Paul V/ltty, Heading in Modern ISducatlon (Boston:
D. 0. He-^th and Company, 19 i+TT, p. '-'^h ,
^Rudolf F. :^^lesch. The Art of Plain Talk (New York:
ilaroer and Brothers, 1914.6), p. IV3,
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times read with ease vhat has been rated "difficult" and scane-
tlmos have difficulty In understanding what is suppose to be
easy for thevi* It was found that ninth- grade boys read and
liked Ivanhoe , xlie Call ojr the ./ild, ml Trenauru Island
books that are rated on the reading level of l6-ye^r8 olds,
Flesoh believes that the people vho nroduoe textbooks mainly
from tho standpoint of vooabixlary level fail to iocogniz�
that boys and rrirls are likely to grasp from the contoxt tho
meanings oJ riost difficult vrords. He asserts that this con
textual understand in!? is actually tho most natural way of
learning nov words, and of enabling the child to exoand his
vocabulary, 5 Thomdike ?nd Lorge endorse this practice when
they say that older children learn now words mainly from tho
context, the dictionary, or through explanation, as needed,^
Readability formulas, Jlxtensive work has been don�
in the fie If of readability measurement during recent years
by Dale and 'I^jler, '>ray and Leary, Lorge, Flesch, and Dale
and Cha_l,7 Ifost investigators recognize tivrl not all fac
tors which have a bearing on readability hava been Isolated,
^Flosch, on. c It , , p, 172-77,
^F^ward L, Thomdike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher ' s
jord Book o; .ox-aa, 19W^ , cited by Witty, Loc, cit.
''^William ^. '-jray, o^, cit. 9914-.
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There are some groups, however, who are attempting to create
materials for various levels of ability on the basis of ex-
perlmentsi findings thus far.
Such a gi.ldo as Flesch's Tho Art of Plain Talk has
boon used to Improve th� readability of materials. Several
authorities have found losch's formula tho easiest on� to
apply; it is limited to the uppor grades and to adult materi
als. 8 Flescri basss his raaaaure for readability upon Tactors
other than a vocabulary count.
Factors in re'-dablllt7f. Investigations have been
Carried on for the past twenty-five years to discover factors
in measuring readability, Lorge *a list of some of the ele
ments in readability measurement Is as follows:
1, Some measure of vocabulary (always used)
a. lJuriber of running words
b, percentage or different words
c. Percentage of different, infrequent, uncoimnon
or hard words
d. Percentage of polysyllabic words
e. Some weighted measure of vocabulary difficulty
f. Vocabulary diversity (related to b)
g, Number of abstract words
h. Number of affixed morphemes (prefixes, Inflec-
tional- err^lngs, etc.)
Lester H, '.Trx^oleT and 3d-in 11, Smith, "Practical Reada
bility Formula for tho Classroom Teacher in the Primary -rades"
� .loriientnry :i:xr:^l3h, t'ovomber 19$kt P� 397-99.
"^Irving Lorge, ''Predicting Readability" Toac'i Col Hoc
l|.'^:l|.0l|.-19; I9hk'
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2, w^ome measui'e of aentence structure of style
(usually used)
a* Percentage of prepositional phrases
b. Percentage of indeterminate clauses
c. ixumbor of simple sentences
d. '\verrfte of sentence length
3, Some measure of human interest (much less
frequently useu)
a. Fumbor of personal pronouns
b. liiimber oi words express in^i h\iman Interest
c. Percentan--- of colorful words
d, Number of words representing fundamental
111 e-experiences
e. Number of words usually learned �ardy in
life (related to b)9
rho element s which make up, to a great extent, Flesch's
"Yardstick formula" are hero reviewed briefly.
Abstract words. On� measure of readability, so far as
vocabulary is concerned, is the number of abstract words in
a passage. Scientific and iiter^^ry prose is harder to read
than other typos of writing, because the character of its
language tends to be abstract- -complex. The use of root
words, and verbs in particular, makes reading more simple,
Plesch contends that one of the greatest x eaknesses of modoam
English writers Is tho fall\ire to malce good use of verbs, ^0
Ho points out that tho pov-er, movement, and beauty of a speech
by Brutus and a passaga from tha Book of Job come from th�
^Lorge, Loc, cit,
�^Opiesch, �0. cit, , p, 67.
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Book of Job come from tho success ion of active verbs, in the
latter passages referred to tho ratio is twenty active verbs
to eleven passive verbs, -^^
The Bible becomes more readable in proportion to the
number of concrete, root words oraployed. Although tho Hebrew
people were possessed of lofty ideas and spiritual concepts,
they oxTjrossed those tho.:<:T;hts in a simple, pictorial manner.
They did not use abstract words or analytical terras. The
nat re of the Hebrew language, of course, helped to prevent
this, for its vocabulary lacks abstract terms. Compound vrords,
moreover, are almost unknot-m to tho early Hebrew tongue. Even
tho adjectives are derived from the names of the objects which
possess or produce them.. The verb occupies a place of major
tmoortance in tho Hebrew language. Action is predominate in
Hebrew speech. In comparing tho proportion of words to their
roots, it was estimated th�t tho Oreek has fifty times as many
'^ords as it has roots, while the Hebrew has only five times as
many, Hobrow words have never advanced much beyond their
basic, root stage,
^Vlesch, o�, cit, . p, 70,
^^eorge Adam Smith, ^e Early Poetry of Israel in Its
Physical and Social Origins HXondon: Cxfor-d~�niversity Press,
\ms, p."t:
�
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Affixes. Another measure of word difficulty employed
by Plesoh in his readability formula is the number of affixes.
^e considers parts of words, or affixes, to bo "language gad
gets," The more affixes there are in a portion of material,
tho more difficult it is to read. According to Plesch, thirty-
seven per 100 words is the standard niiraber of affixes for tho
average reader. The King James Version ot the Bible has
about twenty affixes per 100 words, th� usual number for very
easy prose,13
3hort sentences . The average sentence length, measur
ed in terms of words, is to be considered in measuring reada
bility. Very easy prose is usually vn:�itten in sentences of
about ei-rht vords, Tho average reader will find materials
readable in which sentences average about seventeen words,
Hixman interest. A fourth standard of readability,
which Plesch emphasizes, is th� measure of human interest.
It has been fo\md that material which contains many personal
references is much easier to read than that i ' icb does not.
Although modern languages have moved toward abstraction, many
of them hp.ve retained tho male and fomal� genders for imper
sonal- objects. Human interest is an Important ingredient for
^3Fie8ch, o�, cit,, p. 14,3,
3-^Ibld., p. 38.
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easy reading. "The name of a norson in a sentence is like a
guide tlirovigh a str n :e building. "15
Flosch found that there are approximately six personal
rei'erences per 100 vords in the feature articles of popular
magazines; and that very easy prose, sich as love stories in
pulp magazines, r ns about twenty personal references in 100
words, moaning that about every fifth word in this type of
fiction refers to a person. Yet difficult scientific x^ri-
tin^ may not have any personal references at all. Interest
in persons was definitely a contributing factor to the reada
bility of th� Scriptures. On the whole, the number of person
al references in th� Bible was found to b e twenty per 100
words .
Flesch gives an example oi hov? th� Reading Eas� Score
and Human Interest Score may bo obtained on a given pj^ssage.
Tho passage ^ hich he treats in this way is Matthew 6: 25-29:
"Therefore 1 say unto you. Take no thought for your
life, vrhat je^ shall eat, or what shall drink; nor
yet for your body, what 22. shall put on,/ Is not th�
life mcr� than m�at, and the body than miraent?/
l^Flesch, 22. cit. , p. I4.8,
^^Ibid., o. 56.
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"Behold tho lorla of tij") air:/ for they aow not,
neither do thoy i-eap, nor gather into barns;/ yet your
hoavoxay Father foedeth them�/ Are ^[e not imzoh bettor
than thoy?/
"Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit
unto his stature?/
"And ihy take ^ thought for ralinont?/ Consider
tho iilios of tho field, how-^^'^thoy grov;/ they toll
not, neither do thoy spin./
"And yet I^ say unto you, Ihp.t even Solomon in all
his glory vas not arrayed like one of those, "/^7
The Reading Saso ocoro is detemlned, says Pleach, on
the basis of tv;o factors: tho average sontenc� length and
tho avora-^o word length, Tho average sontenco length is
found by dividing tho total nurnber of words in the sample
(129 words in this sairoio) by tii� number of sentences (In
this cace, 11), which c;lves the average vjords per sentence
(12 words per sentence in this passage),
Tho average sontenco length la determined by dividing
tho total nunbor of syllablos by the total number of words
and multiplying the result by 100. Plesch found 122 sylla
blos per 100 wxrdB in tho sample oassago from Matthew, When
^7Rudolf Plesch, How to Toot Readability (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1951T, p. TTT"
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the vrords por sentence and syllables oer 100 vjrords have been
obtained, the Reading Ease score may then be figured on a
chart devised for this pvirpose in Flesch's to Test Reada
bility. The ReadinsT Ease score of the passage given as a
sample is 91 or "easy to read." A score of 90 to 100 would be
rated, by Flesch's criteria, on the level of the fifth grade.
The Human Interest score of a passa- e is figured on
th� basis of tho number of "personal words" por 100 words and
tho number of "personal sentences" per 100 sentences, vrhon
usin^ the method devised by .'lesch. Personal words inolud�
all pronouns reforring to persons, all words with a masculine
or fominin� gender, and group ^ords which refer to people,
Tho number of personal words in the passage Just considered
(those that are underlined) is seventeen. Personal sentences
include spoken sentences; questions, coxmaands and requests;
exclamations; and incomplete sentences or sentence fragments
of conversation, Tho number of oersonal sentences in the
snmple given from the Bible is eleven. The Human Interest
score, ti^ri^red on th� basis of personal vords and personal
sentences, is fifty-one, or "very interesting" according to
Flesch's c'^^^t, "Hot- Interesting? "19
Flesch's Reading Ease and Human Interest measures
^^Flesch, now to Teat Headability, p, 5.
^9lbid., p, 9.
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constitute a type oi device teachers may use to determine
for a given passage its approximate reading level or diffi
culty and its degree of interest,
Backgroimd orientation, A factor of prime import nnce
in comprehension is the reader's background of related experi
ence. Unless he is able to relate his ovjn experiences in
some way to the concepts or situations presented by the author,
it is impossible for an individual to comprehend fully the
material read. Since most of tho Bible's background is foreign
to tho child's experience, it is necessary for the Junior to
be orientated, particularly in the realm of Old Testament
ethical standards and Oriental customs,
^.i/hon such orientation is given, the child's imderstand
ing of Bible passages will be Increased, Background orienta
tion m- V be enjoyable as as Instructional; for Juniors
are interested in the customs and lives of other people.
Since children of this age are learnln'3: to use reference
books in school, thoy vill like to Participate in a project
of learning for themselves tho customs of the Oriental
people. Explaining the background of the Bible, moreover,
will help to make the oeovJe and �vents of the Scriptures
real to boys and girls, Betts tells of one lady ::hc did not
realize until she v^as in her teens that the stories of the
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Bible dealt with actual peoples and places, 20
failure to find reality in Bible stories may be due
to tho child's l^^.cl' of "billty to sea th� relationship of
Bfble history tc the total oicturo of 'or Id events. The
events of tho Bible ar*^ generally at; diod only at church,
whereas the events of secul-^r history are studied only at
school. This writer feels that although the child of Junior
age is not yet ready for the teaching of Biblical history
in a large chronological sottin he can be helped to cor
relate smaller units of sacred history vrith i^'its of secular
history.
Scriptural acco\infcs in the Old Testament of natural
or personal ethics which do not seem to be in harmony with
the teacl:in':s of Jesus should be explained to the child.
He can be brougjht to appreciate the Blbl� as a Book that
honestly records life as it was liv ?d as well as a Book
that both by orecept and example points to the highest ethi
cal standards. Jur.iors do not respect a "goody-goody' hero;
thoy are interested in stories of real t^ien and vromen who
overcome great obstacles.
Importance of �)ro:oer seLection. Dora Chaplin tells
of helpinf? an eight year �"^d child pack her trunl<: for camo.
^^�orge H. Betts snd Marlon 0, Hawthorne, Method in
Teaching Religion (New York: Tho Abingdon Press, 1925),
p. i7^.
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^en the little 'irl was aalrad If she v'anted to take tho
Bible she had recently received at Sunday-school, she con
fided In a grave manner: 'I don't want to hurt lod's feel-
In,::-., but the Bible Is an awfully long book. Isn't It? "21
The Bll:^ i� long. Not -^11 oarts of the Bible are
of equal val-:e In tho t-acliing of children. This is illus
trated by tho fact that the entire Bible has never been
covered in a series of Stmday-school lessons, A svirvey of
the International Uniform Lessons over a oeriod of forty-
tvo years shov:s that only thirty-five per cent of the Biblo
was Incorooratod Into lessons for teaching In the Sunday-
school. This is true not only of the Uniform Lessons but
of the International raded Lessons as veil. The latter
series has used a little more than sixt3^-tvo per cent of
the Bible over a period oi fottrteon years, ^2
The proper solectior and adaptation of Bible materials
for use with v-ric .s age groups calls fca? n great deal of
study. As yet, there has not boon a cai^eful, scientific
study of the value of various parts of the Bible for child
ren, Botts, howover, suggests certain tentative principles
2lDorf3 P, Chaplin, Children anu Religion (Now York:
Charles 3crlbner'3 Sons, 19I4-'), p. 109.
22Bott3, on. cit,, p. Ikli-.
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of seloctlon:
1, For childhood tmd youth, I'ho do not yet possess
critical ability or the historical sense, biblical
materials (especially those dravjn from the 01) should
bo selected to re-^r^sent a distinctly ''lirir-ti-^n point
of view. Do thoy represent a Christian idea of ^od?
Christian in standards of social living? Of personal
morals and conduct?
2. Biblical materials should be so selected as to
set forth th� great lives (especially that of Jssus)
which define Christianity in tho concrete. Wo are not
to forp;et thsit life responds to life, and that charac
ter is seldom formed or reformed on th� basis of ab
stract truth or general theory.
3, Asnonrr Biblical materials chosen should be those
that stimulate, nourish, smd guide the devotional llf�.2-
Some authorities siig^est that th� parables of Jesi s
may best be tauf^ht to children beyond tho Junior age. Until
they re?�ch the arr� of twelve, children generally may have dif
ficulty co-'-^rehendins the parables, Tho child is likely to
Interr^rot them too literally, yet ttio parable story Itself
is very concrete. Under wise guidance a nirabar of these
s tovies can be mado th� basis for solid �talcal ins t eduction.
One study found that the parable of "i^ie lood :.amarltan'' is
understood at least five years earlier than the parable of
'The Sov;�r."2)4- Care is to be exercised that the oarabl�
^3i3ebts, OP, cit. , p, llj4�
2^Sam)-iol P, Franklin, Measure, of tti� Comprehension
Mff Iculty of the Precepts ^ Pai-ables of Jesus (Vol> II, No. 1
~
the iJni, of'T!owa Studies In Character', ed, F.duln D. Star-
buck, leva City: Unl. of Iowa Press, 192L.), p. 14-2.
chosen is not too involved in its teachin;? implication.
Th� precepts of Jesus should be used with regard to
the natiirity of th� Junior in this sta-re of his ability to
comr>rehend relatively difficult material. It has boon found
that tho precepts are more difficult to understand at all
mental ages than tho parables,^^
The teaching of miracles to the Junior involves some
adaptation too, Powell at this point sugp-ssts:
"It is probabJy v.'ell not so to stress the mira
culous element d rin-r the Junior period as to leave
the impression that the laws which CJod has made for
hir: world are easily set aside. Ihe Junior can under
stand too that life holds some miracles vhich no one
has yet imderstood. "26
On the other hand. Porter believes that if stories of
miracles are presented as a departure from natural law through
divine power, the cnilr u'ill accept this vithout serious
doubts.^
This v-Titer fools that it is important that th� Junior
be brought to accept the fact of the miraculous without ques
tion. When it is pointed out to him that nature is iod's
25Franklin, Loc, cit,
^^Marie Cole Powell, Junior Method in the Church school
(Now York: Tha 'ibingdon I reus, 1923), p, HI,
'^'J'Edward Porter ..;t. John, Stories and Story-Telling
(Boston: The Pilgrim Press, 1?] )T, o, b'l ,
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ordinary way of doinf^, things, and miracle Vxis extraordinary
' '-^.y of doing things, he need not be ber,'ildered over the ques
tion of miracle.
In the matter of selection for Juniors, i^ass^iges which
cm help tho child to a hotter concor i: oi -rod ar-o particular
ly desir^ible. Those portions of ^>cripture -f-iiich night be
difficult to explain to Juniors shou.id bo reserved for a later
period of youth. Psalm 3^^! is an example of a difficult
passaso for Junior boys and girls:
Strive thou, 0 Jehovah, with them that strive:
'
ight thou against them that fight against me.
Take hold of shield and buckler.
And stand up for my help.
Draw out also th� spear and stop the v ay against
them that pursue me.
There are a niimber of Psalms vhicli may be used vith
young people of Junior age. Psalm 81; is an exarioie of a
passage which teaches the concept of '>od as One in whom ^'e
can put our trust:
Hov amiable are thy tabernacles, 0 Lord of Hostsi
M77 soul longeth, yea, even fainbeth for th� ootirts
of the Lord: ray heart and my flesh crieth out for the
livinc^ -od,
^^ea, the sparrotr hath found an house, and the s-'al-
low a nest for berself , where she may lay her jovxiz,
even thine altars, 0 Lord of hosts, ray i'-in-, and ray led.
Blessed are thoy that d*�ll in thy house: they will
still be '-'raislric 'chee. :.jolah.
Blessed is the man whose strength is in thee; in
whose hear-t are the '~a7/Ji of n^i.
k3
Who passing through the valley of Baca make it a
well; the rain also filleth the pools.
They go from strength to strength, every one of
them in Zion appeareth before Grod.
0 Lord God of hosts, hear my prayer: give ear, 0
God of Jacob. Solah.
Behold, 0 God our shield, and look upon the face
of thine anointed.
Por a day in thy courts is better than a thousand.
I had rathe r be a doorkeeper in the house of my God,
than to dwell in the tents of wickedness.
Por th� Lord God is a sun aid shield: the Lord
will giv� grac� and glory: no good thing will ho with
hold from them that walk uprightly.
0 Lord of hosts, blessed is th� man that trust� th
in thee.
Other Psaljns to bo recommended for us� with Juniors
aro: 8, 19, 23, 67, 93, 100, 10k, 121, 12^, and 11^.8.
CHAPTER V
GUIDING TH^ JUNIOR IN THE USE OP THE BIBLF
It la not enough that Juniors reverence the Bible as
the Word of Qod; If the Word Is to function effectively In
their religious education they must study It and seek to apply
Its truths to their own experiences. The present chapter has
to do with this problem of the Junior's studying the Bible,
I, GUIDANCE IN STUDY
Owning a Bible, Juniors as well as children In other
stages of development take pride In possessing things. Many
children aoqulre their first Bible or Testament while In the
Junior department of the Sunday-school, This personal owner
ship of a Bible can do much to foster reading Interest, It Is
true that In ttie latter part of the Junior period many boys
feel embarrassed to carry a Bible to Sunday-school. A small-
size Bible may often remedy this situation.^
Workers In one Junior department of a Sunday-school
discovered that an attractive cover for the Bible did much to
Increase the child's Interest In reading It. When the group
was presented with Bibles, they were given material with
�^Emma A, Robinson, The Junior Worker and His Work
(Chloago: Jennings and Graham, 1911), p. 73,
which to make Bible covers. The boys in general chose
pictures of their favorite Bible characters for covers; the
2
girls chose brightly-colored scenes.
(3hildren like Bibles that contain pictures. Studies
have revealed that the skillful placement of good pictures
in a text can be a contributing factor to reading compre-
3
hension. The influence of Biblical art is disclosed by
the fact that the child's conception of a story is often de
termined more by a picture than by the words.*
Importance of Bible knowledge. Many boys and girls have
almost no foundation in elementary Bible knowledge. But this
condition is not surprising when it is learned that among
adults the lack of even a rudimentary acquaintance with
Scripture is decried by church leaders generally. A Bible
test was given to a group of college graduates who were
planning to enter the ministry. The questions were not diffi
cult. Some were as simple as 'What baby was found in a cradle
by a stream?' and 'Who sang the Magnificat?' The highest
percentage scored by these pre-minis trial students was forty;
5
one of the scores was as low as three per cent.
*^Alf red L. Murray, Psychology for Christian Teachers
(Grand Rapids; Zondervan Publishing House, 1953), p. 90.
William S. Gray, "Factors Related to Growth in Compre
hension" Encyclopedia of Educational Research (1952), p. 90.
^Murray, I^c. cit.
^Dora P. Chaplin, Children and Religion (New York:
Charles Scribnsr's Sons, 1948), p. 115,
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In order to read the Bible intelligently, Juniors
should know how the Bible was written. They will be inter
ested in the heroic struggles of those who prepared and pre
served the Word through the ages. This information will
generate attitudes of respect and reverence for the Book,
Boys and girls of this age should also know the names of the
books of the Bible and their classification. An opportunity
to examine and to use, under supervision, a few different
versions of the Scripture would be of value even at this age.
Since children of Junior age begin the study of history
and geography in their secular education, they are ready to
begin the study of the geography of Bible lands. They are by
now also eager to know about manners and customs of peoples
of far-off times.
Goals, Children of the Junior age like to initiate
and carry out their own study projects. In this connection
the teacher must see to it that from the beginning a specific
teaching aim is settled on, Murray adds, "A goal is im
portant in that it gives the pupil the needed incentive for
doing his utmost. One can toss a weight farther when he is
Striving to reach a mark," Often boys and girls are capable
of choosing their own goals. They do need guidance, however,
Lillian Moore Rice, Better Bible Teaching for
Juniors (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1952), p. 80,
"^Murray, o^. cit,, p, 86.
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in the manner of achieving goals.
It is to be remembered that children are motivated
more by present than by future goals. They want their im
mediate needs to be met through the activities of today.
They are little concerned about the responsibilities of
tomorrow.
The teacher may suggest several projects or topics
for study, permitting the pupils to select the one that ap
peals to them most. He may then help them arrange for the
actual working out of their project. If the children decide
to study the life of Moses for the purpose of dramatizing it
or with the idea of compiling "a book" of pictures and stories
on the life of Moses, the children may themselves agree on
who will read those portions of the Bible that are to furnish
necessary information. Such a cooperative venture will give
Junior boys and girls excellent experience in the planning
and execution of purposeful activity.
Making assignments. In order to establish the habit
of reading the Bible at home, reading assignments for Juniors
must be made. Comparatively few Sunday-school teachers ever
assign home study. Because some pupils dislike the idea of
studying at home, the teacher assumes that making assignments
is useless. But an assignment, effectively given, can
"stimulate learning and guide the learning and guide the
learning process.**�
Betts has suggested five steps which the teacher should
regard in the making of an assignment:
1, Plan the work in sufficient detail to make possible
clearly defined tasks for the pupils to perform in
connection with each lesson.
2. Gto over with the pupils the assigned task, raising
In it new problems, making clear to them the aim
and scope of the lesson, pointing out its diffi
culties, and relating the work to that which has
preceded and that which is to follow.
3. Provide the pupils with adequate directions as how
to fulfill the assignment.
4. Make use of the assigned task in the planning and
execution of the following lesson. Frequently
teachers fall at this point, and their pupils lose
interest in performing elaborate assignments that
are never made use of or reported on.
5. Supply adequate motivation for study. When the
lesson is presented and the assignment made from
the standpoint of the pupils* needs, the pupils
will find satisfaction and pleasure in performing
the assigned task.^
Jimiors are more apt to be Interested in carrying out
home study if they have a part in planning the work and If
they are helped to see the fun and value of the task. Teachers
who appeal mainly to the pupil's sense of duty, and who fail
to arouse pupil interest and cooperation will meet rebellion
in assigning home tasks. The teacher's own enthusiasm for a
�Joseph M. Gettys, How to Teach the Bible (John Knox
press; Richmond, 1949), p. 69.
Q
George H. Betts and Marion 0. Hawthorne, Method in
Teaching Religion (New York: The Abingdon Press, 1925), p. 297.
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project is likely to be contagious. It can very materially
help to condition the pupil to a desire to wholehearted
participation.
II. MOTIVATION IN BIBLE READING
Ghoric speaking. One way of stimulating children's
interest in reading the Bible is to have the group read
passages aloud in concert. This may be of particular bene
fit to those boys and girls who have difficulty in reading
individually. The teacher may submit several Bible passages
to the pupils for their consideration. When a new passage is
chosen to use for choric speaking, the teacher should go over
it carefully with the boys and girls, discussing its meaning
and pronoimoing unfamiliar words.
"^^ The time that the
teacher spends in helping the pupils become familiar with the
Scripture portions before practice is started will do much to
insxire wholesome participation. After the group has had some
practice in choric speaking, they may present their 'concert'
to parents or to other departments of the Sunday-school*
The contrast of boys and girls voices may be used to
good advantage in choric reading. Solo work too can be used
effectively.
^^Mary Alice Jones, Training Juniors in Worship
(Nashville: Gokesbury Press, 1927), p. 126.
^0
As an example of a passage that may he used, the
writer submits Psalm 24, a piece that in her opinion lends
itself admirably to choric speaking. Presumably, this Psalm
was used when the Ark of the Covenant was brought into the
Temple. The children could be encouraged to discover for
themselves what the Temple was like, how the Temple services
were conducted, and what the work of the priests, Levites,
and others consisted of. Some might like to learn about the
types of musical instruments used, what they looked like,
and how they sounded. Those children with artistic ability
could draw pictures of the various kinds of instruments.
Some could make a diagram of the Temple chambers. Still
others might discover the type of costumes worn by the partici
pants in the services. Juniors would be interested in learning
about the Ark of the Covenant and its use in the services of
the Temple, The obtaining of such information should en
courage further reading of the Scriptures, In point would be
read such passages as Exodus 25, Joshua 3 and 6, I Samuel 4
and 6, II Samuel 6 and 15, and I Kings 8,
Psalm 24 itself might be treated for choric speaking
as follows:
PRIESTS?
1 The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof;
the world, and they that dwell therein,
LSVITES :
2 For he hath founded it upon the seas, and established
it upon the floods.
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PRIESTS ;
3 Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord? or
who shall stand in his holy place?
LEVITES:
4 He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart; who
hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity, nor sworn
deoe Itfully,
CROWD OF PEOPLE AROUND AND ON THE WALLS:
5 He shall receive ttie blessing from the Lord, and
righteousness from the God of his salvation.
PRIBSTS:
6 This is the generation of them that seek him, that
seek thy face, 0 Jacob. Selah.
LSVITES :
7 Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates; and be ye lift up,
ye everlasting doors; and the King of glory shall
come in �
PRIESTS: LEVITES:
8 Who is this King of glory? The Lord strong and
mighty, the Lord mighty in battle.
PRIESTS?
9 Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates; even lift them up,
ye everlasting doors; and the King of glory shall
come in.
LEVITES: ALL:
10 Who is this King of glory? The Lord of hosts, he
is the King of glory. Selah.
In the interest of variety in choric reading, several
kinds of voices could be used in speaking certain Psalms.
For instance. Psalm 23 and Psalm 1 may well be rendered by
using three kinds of voices: li^t, medium and deep. Again,
for variation Psalm 121, the Pilgrim Psalm, could be spoken
by two groups Joiu*neying toward Jerusalem.
Story dramatization. If Jiiniors are given opportunities
to present some of the Bible stories in dramatic form, they are
likely to find reading the Scriptures an interesting exercise.
They could be helped in preparing their own dramatic
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versions of Bible stories. If most of the speaking lines
are taken from the Scriptures, the stories and events will
become more fixed in the mind than in the case of a mere
casual reading of the lines.
In playing the roles of admirable Biblical heroes.
Juniors will gain insight into wftiat constitutes worthy
character traits and desirable behavior. Stage costumes
and properties will challenge the child's powers of invention
and give orientation to Bible backgrounds.
Dramatization of a favorite Bible story may be the
culmination of several weeks of interested and intensive
Bible and may be the means of encouraging desire for more work
in kind.
Story-telling. Another instructional activity which
may well motivate Bible reading is the telling of favorite
stories by Junior boys and girls themselves. This would in
volve less time and preparation than in the case of choric
speaking and dramatization. It can, moreover, be easily
adapted to the regular Sunday-school hour.
Favorite Bible story titles (of. page ) and their
references may be printed on slips of paper and folded and
placed in a box. Juniors will enjoy the suspense of drawing
a story to tell. These may then be scheduled for several
weeks In advance, each child relating a story a Sunday, A
teacher may use the quiz to emphasize the significant truths
of the Bible story.
will be using maps in their secular study of geography, the
Sunday-school teacher may stimulate Bible reading by capi
talizing on this new interest and experience. A simple out
line of Palestine with its major divisions could be drawn on
a white window shade or other large type of paper. Rivers,
lakes, mountains, and related cities and towns may be indi
cated. A small picture or symbol might be drawn along the
border of the map sund connected to the related area by lines
or corresponding numbers.
If the children choose to make individual notebooks
based on a certain series of lessons, each could draw a
smaller map. These maps may be referred to again and again
in the coxu'se. The experience of locating areas about which
they are reading and relating events to these areas will make
the Bible come to life for them.
Charts of daily or weekly Bible readings will serve to
remind pupils to be faithful and regular in reading. A large
chart for the classroom may be used to record each member's
weekly reading achievement. Charts of smaller size, to be
placed in the child's Bible or notebook, could serve as a
Since Junior boys and girls
motivating factor in daily readings at home. When seals are
used and the color or type changed periodically, variety will
be added to the mechanics of procedure.
Pictures will add interest to Bible reading. They can
be used in presenting a story to be studied. The teacher pre
sents a number of pictures, asking the class to relate the
stories thoy represent. They can also be used in a review
of the Bible stories read.
Most Juniors enjoy illustrating Bible stories. Pictures
depicting Oriental life and customs are a valuable teaching de
vice in clarifying the child's concepts of the people who
lived in Bible times. Such pictures, and perhaps some hand
work, could be displayed at the end of a unit of study.
Competition. The spirit of rivalry, characteristic of
Juniors, could be used widely to encourage participation in a
program of Bible reading. The Sunday-school teacher may pro
vide occasions for the Junior to compete either with himself
or as a member of a group. A Junior class of boys might com
pete with a Junior class of girls in the faithfulness of its
members to participate in daily Bible reading. Small awards
might be offered to each boy or girl who improves his or her
reading record of a previous month.
III. StJGGESTlD PASSAGES POR JUNIORS
Old Testament Stories. As we have seen from the
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material preTiously presented on children's preferences in
Bible stories, the Junior chooses his stories more frequently
from the Old Testament than from the New Testament. Just why
this is so is not altogether clear. Certainly Old Testament
stories are absorbingly interesting narratives connected with
the lives of many Old Testament saints, A study of Junior-
age preference of Bible characters found these names to be
most x)opulars David, Moses, Daniel, Samuel, Jiuth, Elijah,
Abraham, and Solomon,
Among stories from the Old Testament which were found
to be most popular with Juniors are "The Selling of Joseph,**
"David and Goliath," "Daniel and the Assyrian Kings," "Moses
and Pharoah's Daughter," and "The Story of Ruth" (of. p, 23 ),
A check of the readability of the story of "The
Selling of Joseph* according to Flesch's measure gives the
following information:
Reading Ease Description Syllables Average
Score of Style per 100 Sentence
Words Length
83 Easy 14 130
The story of "David and Goliath," the second most
popular Old Testament story, is rated according to Flesch's
measures as follows;
Reading Ease Description Syllables Average
Score of Style per 100 Sentence
Words Length
85 Kasy 11 130
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The measure of human interest in these two most popular
Old Testament stories would be graded by Flesch's formula in
this way:
Human Interest Description Percent Percent
Score of Style "Personal "Personal
Words" Sentences"
Joseph:
David:
100
40
Dramatic
Interesting
28
11
35
0
These and other passages may be used to help Junior
boys and girls to see the consequences of right and wrong
choices. They are valuable also in teaching lessons of kind
ness, gratitude, unselfishness, love and forgiveness.
Hew Testament Stories. In the New Testament there are
adventure stories from the life of Paul and from the life of
Jesus. Thougja it is not advisable to relate the life of
Christ in sequence to Primary children, the connected story
of His life may be presented to Juniors.
Jesus as leader of the Twelve appeals strongly to boys
and girls of this age. He is seen as Lord and Master in His
power over the elements, in His kindness to those in need, in
His sternness with the dishonest, and in His ability to command
the love and respect of multitudes. Since the Junior's life
is one of constant activity, he will be impressed with the
amazing activity of the life of Christ. He will see in
Jesus' life the pattern for his own.
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The most popular characters of the New Testament, ac
cording to one study of Junior preferences (cf. p. 22), are
John th� Disciple, Peter, Jesus, Paul, John the Baptist, and
Mary the Mother of Jesus.
The same study reports the most popular stories of the
New Testament as chosen by Juniors to be the story of "Jesus'
Birth," "Changing Water into Wine," and "The Good Samaritan."
The readability scores of the two most popular New
Testament stories, "Jesus' Brith," and "Changing Water into
Wine," are given as follows:
READABILITY SCORES OF TWO NEW TESTAMENT STORIES
Reading Ease Description Syllables Average
Score of Style per 100 Sentence
Words Length
Jesus' Birth: 88 Easy 120 17
Water-Wine 79 Easy 130 11
A 200-word sampling of each of these fo\ir favorite
Bible stories indicates that the stories are on sixth grade
reading level (cf. p. 23. In terms of human interest they
rate from medium to high, according to the measure devised
by Flesch.
The work of specialists in Bible reading comprehension
should alert Sunday-school teachers to the importance of using
a guided study plan in directing the Bible readings of Junior
boys and girls.
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Suggested Bible passages for worship services. Several
writers have suggested certain passages for use with Juniors
In worship and devotional reading. Betts recommends the
following portions:
Psalm 19:1-6 The works of God in nature
Psalm 121 Qod the Protector
Psalm 100 A song of thanks
Luke 2s8-15 The coming of the shepherds
Matt. 2:9-12 The story of the Wise Men
Luke 10:25-37 The good Samarltanll
Passages relating to particular worship topics are
furnished by Jones:
1. God's love, care and good gifts�
Psalm 65:9-13
95:1-6
104:10-14, 16-20a, 22-27, 33
Matthew 6:25-33
Psalm 23
121
147:1,4,5,8,9,12
2. God's power, majesty and holiness�
Psalm 96:1-10
113:l-5a
135:1-3, 5-7, 13, 15-19a
136:1-9, 25, 26
148:1-13
3. God's universal reign�
Isaiah 2:2-4
Psalm 67:1-7
97:1,6,7,9-12
4. The Church�
Psalm 15:1-5
84:1,2,4,10-12
100
Isaiah 40:28-31
^^Betts, 0�. cit., p. 469.
World brotherhood�
Matthew 25:34-40
28:18-20
Luke 2:8-16
10:25-37
19:1-10
Romans 10:11-15
James 2:1-5,8,9
Luke 17:11-19
Showing loyalty to Jesus--
Matthew 5:43-47; 7:12
John 14:21,24; 15:12,14
Sphesians 4:25-32
James 1:16,17,22,26,27
The life of Jesus�
Matthew 2:1-20
Luke 2:8-20
L\ike 2:40-51
Mark 1:21-42
Luke 22:39-42. 32-49
Luke 24:1-12^2
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
Tho Junior age is highly significant for establishing
the habit of regular Bible reading. It is the verdict of
many who guide tho religious education of youth that if the
habit of reading the Biblo is not developed during this
period, the likelihood of its later acquisition is remote.
Sunday-school teachers should not expect Junior boys
and girls to road the Bible from a sense of duty alone. Moti
vation is the key factor in fostering habits of daily Bible
reading. Devices such as choric speaking, dramatization,
story- telling, activities for service, directed competition,
maps, charts, and pictures can help the teacher in fostering
motivation. To make the Bible meaningful, regularly assign
ed Bible readings, built on Junior interest can be corre
lated with project and other type activity units.
To promote the Bible reading habit among Juniors, the
teacher must be able to guide them to those passages that are
related to their interests and reading comprehension at this
ape. Investigative inquiries into children's interests and
into their ability to comprehend reading materials, and the
public school's attempt to grade children's books according
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to v/ord difficulty hav� alortod workers in Chrlstlrrr. c; lucat on
to gr�rtor possibilites in using tho Bible v/ith Jimiors,
Ihor� ar� sever 1 questl< ns arising out of this study
th'^t remain to be answered by future Investigations,
The fact, as ahown b-r several studies, that Juniors
prefer storios from tho Old -est^iront to those frcwn the How
should cause educators in the field oj" rolirrious instruction
to speculate on the reasons or Is it due "holly to
tho fact that the Old Testament is Intrinsically interest
ing to chlldiv r of the Junior a^^e? that ii contains more
stoi'iG3 of the "blood and tliunder" type which a^r)ea - greatly
to Junior boys anc' -iris?
It would be interesting also to r.o.r vliot^ior- or not
f\irther studl'^s of children's preferences of Bible characters
would be similar to tho order arising out of Davrson's investi
gation referred to earlier in this paper. Why wore Jolin the
Disciple and Peter chosen in preference to Jesus? Ooeti our
teichinf of tho life of Ci j'ist neglect to ipliasise .01^ Juniors
those courageous, daring qualities which should mal:e Um most
ap-'>er>ling to older ch'llren ;o:)or.;l-ly'i Or does it teiifJ rather
to present Jesus as a njild, : looL-.-narraered "Shepherd o' the
lambs"; If this is the Juniors' irinresslof; of Chriat, then
', �0 not '-e failing* to give Juniors a tr'u--! picture of One in
whom they can ff nd a. 1 t'lo qualities of c'r ai'ac'cor on which
the Christian life is to be built.
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